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ABSTRACT:

The low pressure emergency core cooling system tanks (LP ECCS) at WER-440/V213 units

have unique worm-shaped geometry. Analytical and experimental investigations were performed

to make an adequate basis for seismic assessment of the worm-shaped tank. The full scale

dynamic tests results are presented in comparison with shaking table model experiments and

analytical studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the late 1980s it was recognised that the Paks site seismic hazard may be much higher than

that assumed in the design. The Paks NPP launched a comprehensive programme for seismic

assessment and upgrading of the plant which is due to be implemented on all of the units by the

year 2002. The basic safety requirements to be maintained are: to ensure safe shutdown, to cool

down and remove any decay heat, and to limit radioactive release. In order to achieve these goals

the seismic capacity reassessment and the upgrading may be performed by applying specific

methods based on the possibilities and limitations of the present operating plant. Reactor shut

down and the stable subcriticality could be maintained by the reactor control and protection

system together with the boron system, cooling down of the reactor could be made by secondary

side bleed and feed. It would be possible to ensure decay heat removal by the low pressure

emergency core cooling system (LP ECCS) heat exchanger after some modification.

Consequently, the low pressure emergency core cooling system has to be re-qualified for the new

DBE level. The seismic margin of systems and structures classified should be evaluated. If

necessary the systems should be re-qualified for the actual seismic level.

In the LP ECCS there are large worm-shaped boron tanks (see Fig. 1). The overall dimensions

of the tanks are 6.37 m * 15.97 m * 3.86 m. These are flat bottom tank without anchorage. The

tanks were constructed in situ from stainless steel plates having the shape of segments of a

cylindrical tank. The top and bottom plates are stiffened by bracing. The long side walls are

stiffened by three columns on each side which are by pairs connected inside the tank by tie rods.

The tank is filled at about 80 % of height.

The seismic assessment of the LP ECCS tanks having unique shape is not a trivial exercise.

There are two phenomena defining the seismic behaviour of the worm-shaped tanks: the fluid-

structure interaction and the sloshing phenomena. The cylindrical as well as the rectangular tanks

are well studied from these two aspects. The worm-shaped tanks showing certain similarity with

both rectangular and cylindrical flat bottom tanks have not been studied previously. The need of

experimental and analytical investigations was recognised.

In frame of the IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme on Benchmark Study for Seismic

Analysis ahd Testing of W E R type Nuclear Power Plants the WER-440/V213 building



response has been studied by means of full-scale blast tests at Paks NPP. Three series of large (up

to 500 kg of TNT) explosions were carried out and the acceleration responses at characteristic

points of the building structures and also the response of some large components, e.g. the LP

ECCS tank were recorded and analysed.

In 1993 the sloshing phenomenon was investigated on the shaking table in an 1:14 and 1:5

scale models of the worm-shaped tanks at the National Research Institute for Earth Sciences and

Disaster Prevention (NIED), Science and Technology Agency of Japan. Theoretical investigation

of the modelled cases was carried out at Argonne National Laboratory. Finally inl996, a very

detailed experimental investigation of an 1:3 scale model of the worm-shaped tank was performed

on the shaking table at NIED. The full scale as well as the model experiments have been already

reported at IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme Meetings.

Here, the full scale dynamic test and its result are briefly presented. The full scale test results

are discussed and compared with the results and finding of the shaking table experiment. The

comparison of the results of these two tests as well as dynamic calculation of the tank led to the

better understanding of the dynamic behaviour and the seismic capacity of the LP ECCS tanks.

2. SEISMIC ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the seismic assessment of the worm shaped large tanks, named by the experts

simply as worm-tanks, are rather complex. The phenomena determining the worm-tank behaviour

are the fluid-structure interaction and the sloshing. In the paper [1-3] all aspects of the fluid-

structure interaction and sloshing phenomena were considered. Here we are focusing on those

aspects of the worm-tank seismic evaluation which are important from practical point of view.

The questions to be answered are as follows:

1. Whether the bottom plate and the side walls have sufficient strength especially at the corner of

the bottom and side, whether buckling of the side wall could occur?

2. Whether an anchorage has to be added to avoid sliding or overturning of the tank?



3. Whether the strength of the connecting pipe nozzles (especially if the tank will slide or lift up)

is sufficient?

4. Whether the sloshing may cause a damaging impact on the top plate and a consequent

overflow?

The tasks to be investigated and the method of investigation in relation with the above

mentioned questions are as summarised in the Table 1.

Table 1

TASK

Seismic response

Strength of the side wall and
bottom plate

Sliding

rocking

overturning

pipe nozzles

sloshing: dynamic impact,
overflow

DATA

eigenfrequencies,

modes

dynamic pressure,

overturning moment

base shear force

friction between bottom
plate and floor

overturning moment

reaction forces of piping

natural frequencies

wave height

METHOD

FEM

analysis

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

full scale

test

Y

N

N

N

N

shaking

table test

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

It is obvious that the full scale dynamic test is only limited use because the low energy of the

blast excitation. The most powerful methods of investigation are the shaking table tests in

combination with FEM analysis. Nevertheless the full scale test gives the scale effect and the

influence of the as-built conditions on the dynamic characteristics of the tank.



3. THE FULL SCALE TEST

3.1 Description of the tests

The measurements during the full scale dynamic tests and the date evaluation and analysis were

performed by the GEOPARD Ltd.

The acceleration response of the worm-tank to the blast excitation has been measured at six

different locations as follows (see Figure 2):

• points No 1 and 4 at the joint of the top plate and side wall,

• point No 2 at the side wall of the tank on a U shape plate,

• point No 3 on the base frame of the tank,

• points No 5 and 6 on the side wall column

Data were recorded as follows:

Sampling frequency: 100 Hz

Length of a record: 37.4 s

Range: 14 bit

The details on the blast experiments at Paks NPP one can find in [4],

3.2. Data evaluation

For the data evaluation a software for dynamic modal analysis (STAR - Structural

Measurement Systems Inc.)) was applied. The eigenfrequencies and the corresponding mode

shapes were obtained using experimental modal analysis method for the No 1 test data. The

eigenfrequencies and modes obtained in a such manner were checked comparing the results

obtained from No 3 test, and looking the phase behaviour of the cross-spectra calculated for

different points (in-phase and out-of phase motion at different point corresponding to the mode

shape).



The complex spectra have been calculated from the time signal and the transfer function

between point No 3 and other point have been obtained. The results have been checked

comparing the transfer functions with those obtained between point No 6 and other points. The

signals measured at points No 3 and 6 characterise the excitation itself. The eigenfrequencies were

obtained using polynom-fit or peak-fit technique. The polynom-fit technique provides the

damping value too. As a cross-check: the same procedure was applied for the test No 3.

Figure 3 shows the response spectra (5% damping) of x and z components of the acceleration

signal measured at points No 1-6 in tests No 1. Figure 4 shows the magnitudes of the complex

spectra obtained from x (crosswise) component of the acceleration signal measured at points No 1

in the test No 1. The cross-spectra between x component of signal measured at point No 3 and x

components of the signals measured at point No. 1 are plotted also in Figure 4. Figures 2-4

representing the tests evaluation results. A complementary to the Figures 3 and 4 set of figures

documenting the test evaluation is shown in Attachment No. 1. All experimental data were

published in [4],

The natural frequencies and damping values are shown in the Table 2.

Table 2

Eigen

frequency

[Hz]

5,14

5,17

8,39

8,56

5,18

8,22

8,63

9,89

Damping

[%]

1,58

1,8

0,79

0,55

-

1,28

0,41

0,85

No of test

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

Point of the

excitation

3

6

3

3

6

3

3

3

Method

polynom fit

polynom fit

polynom fit

polynom fit

peak fit

polynom fit

polynom fit

polynom fit



Other possible eigenfrequencies may be at 6.86 Hz and 7.52 Hz. The eigenfrequencies and the

corresponding mode shapes are investigated only in the x (crosswise) direction.

Figures 5-6 show the worm-tank mode shapes at different natural frequencies. Figures 5-6

representing the tests evaluation results. A complementary to the Figures 5 and 6 set of the mode

shape plots, and also the model for the modal analysis documenting the test evaluation are shown

in Attachment No. 2.

3.3 Interpretation of the results

The in-situ full-scale blast test is not the most effective method for the evaluation of the

dynamic properties of the worm tank because of the frequency content and low level of the

excitation. The number of measurement points is low for the correct determination of the mode

shape. For the modal analysis a coarse model of the tank could be built only, which corresponds

to the number of measurement points (see Figure A2.1 Attachment No. 2.). Therefore it is

difficult to obtain the dynamic characteristics of the tank and to interpret the experimental results.

The sloshing of the liquid in the tank could not be investigated during the full scale tests at all.

The sloshing modes were not excited due to the low energy of the blast excitation. The water

affects on the dynamic behaviour as added mass only.

In the full scale tests the side wall motion could be identified only. This type of motion is

dominating in the response of the tank to the blast excitation. The identified mode shapes are very

similar to the mode shapes of the fixed edge plate. The behaviour of the side wall segments could

be approximately described as a motion of a fixed edge plate.

The eigenfrequencies fnn of a fixed edge flat plate are
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where: T i - bending stiffness

p i - specific mass

a, b - width and height of the side plate

m,n= 1,2,...

Here the following simplifications are accepted:

• the boundary conditions on the plate edges are idealised as fixed edges

• the plate is not flat but curved

• the additional mass of water is not considered

The value of Tj/pi is calculated backwards from the condition//,;=5.17 Hz which includes the

rigidity of the plate, the effect of real conditions at edges and the added mass as well.

The calculated eigenfrequencies are shown in the Table 3.

Table 3

n=l

n=2

n=3

m=l

5.17

7.80

10.80

m=2

8.55

10.34

12.80

m=3

12.26

13.60

15.51

The frequencies shown in the Table 3 might be compared to the experimentally obtained

frequencies, e.g. as follows:

from test:

5.14 5.17 5.18 6.86* 7.52* 8.22 8.39 8.56 8.63 9.89
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from simplified calculation:

5.17 7.80,8.55 10.34

The range of the calculated frequencies corresponds to the range of the observed resonance

frequencies.

The uncertainties of the experimentally obtained values are large. The differences between

measured and calculated frequencies may be explained by the non rigid boundaries and curved

geometry of the real side plate compared with the flat plate fixed at the boundary.

As it is to see in the Figures 5-6 the worm-tank mode shapes at different natural frequencies

have also large uncertainties and the resolution of the mode shape geometry is poor.

4. COMPARISON OF THE FULL SCALE TEST RESULTS WITH THE RESULTS OF

ANALITICAL AND SHAKING TABLE INVESTIOGATIONS

The results of the investigations on sloshing phenomena in the worm-shaped tank geometry

were reported in [1] and [2]. The shaking table tests results and the analytical investigation of the

fluid-structure dynamic system are summarised in [3].

The results obtained in shaking table test of the 1:3 scale worm-tank model show that the plate

motion of the side wall segments is dominating in the worm-tank response. According to the finite

element calculation performed for the model the range of the eigenfrequencies is about 10-35 Hz

and the mode shapes are related to the plate motion of the side wall segments. The results of the

full scale test and the shaking table and analytical investigations are comparable concerning the

natural frequencies and mode shapes of the worm-tank. For the comparison the results of the

shaking table test and of the FEM calculations were taken from the reference [3]. The overall

dynamic behaviour of the full scale tank and the 1:3 scale model as well as the FEM modelling

results are qualitatively in good correspondence. Taking into account the scaling factor of the

model, the range of the eigenfrequencies is the same as observed in the full-scale test. Although
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the results are qualitatively correlated, it rather difficult to find a point by point correlation

between the natural frequency values and mode shapes obtained by different methods. The natural

frequencies are given in the Table 4.

Table 4.

full scale test

5.14,5.17,5.18

6.86*

6.86*

7.52*

8.22, 8.39,

8.63,8.56

9,89

measured 1:3 scale model

11.7

14.01

16.7

21.1

20.6

22.8

23.0

25.6

27.0

26.4

calc. for

1:3 scale

10.818

15.273

15.555

20.752

20.019

19.065

21.669

21.656

23.699

28.126

26.6

calc. for

1:1 scale

2.115

4.813

4.949

7.437

5.945

6.130

6.894

6.981

8.369

8.728

9.377

10.215

For the comparison the calculated and experimentally obtained mode shapes are plotted in

Figures 7-9. The mode shapes at different natural frequencies are in certain qualitative agreement.

The uncertainties in the definition of the mode shape in case of the full scale tests are caused

mainly by small number of sensors and short duration, i.e. bad statistics of the records.
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5. OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT METHODS

5.7. Overall dynamic behaviour of the structure

The Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) Behaviour of the worm tank was investigated using the

1:3 scale model on the shaking table. The worm tank was excited in the longitudinal and lateral

directions. The tests performed were as follows:

• sinusoidal sweep to get the natural frequencies (results discussed above)

• resonant response tests to obtain resonant response

• seismic response tests using floor response spectrum calculated for the SSE condition and

position of the real tank and El-Centro wave

The eigenfrequencies and mode shapes of the worm tank was discussed above in chapter 4.

The FSI behaviour appeared apparently in the vibration of the worm tank.

As its is shown in Table 3 the results of the FEM analysis are in good agreement with those of

the shaking table tests. The columns and the tie rods restrained the vibration of the side wall. So,

the maximum stress appeared near the columns. The stress by extension in the lateral direction is

larger than in the longitudinal. The seismic response of the tank is showing also the severity of the

lateral direction excitation. Acceleration in the lateral excitation is larger than that of the

longitudinal direction in Paks wave. Stress in the lateral excitation is larger than that of

longitudinal excitation in El-Centro wave.

5.2. The sloshing phenomenon

The practical question is whether the sloshing may cause a damaging impact on the top plate

and a consequent overflow. The method of calculation and modelling of the sloshing in a worm

shaped tank are the important questions from the theoretical point of view. The small scale (1:5)

shaking table test were focused only on the theoretical questions. The tests on the 1:3 scale model

provided valuable information on both practical and theoretical aspects of the worm tank seismic

evaluation.
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The investigations include the following:

• definition of the natural frequency of sloshing

• definition of the sloshing response, roof strength by impact pressure acting on the roof,

overflow.

For the simple rectangular tank, all of the sloshing modes caused by horizontal excitation could

be categorised to longitudinal mode and lateral mode. So that, when shaking in diagonal direction,

there are no modes which could be categorised neither by longitudinal nor perpendicular modes.

In spite of the complex shape of the free liquid surface, the worm shaped tank showed the same

features like the rectangular tank.

The longitudinal natural frequencies of the worm tank can be well approximated using the

formula of the rectangular tank as follows:

_/_
2~n

(2m-l)ng J (2m-
-tanh\

21 21

1/2

where m- 1,2,3,...

21 = tank length

h = fluid height

The lateral natural frequencies of the worm tank can be well approximated using the formula of

the cylindrical tank as follows:

J_
2n

Jlngtanh\Jln^\/R
1/2

where JIn - n* first order Bessel function

»= 1,2,3,...

R = radius of the tank

h = fluid height
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The dominating natural frequencies of the worm tank are in the range of 0.3-2. Hz, depending

also on the level of liquid in the tank.

The damping ratio is varying for the first 3 longitudinal and lateral modes between 0.09-0.37.

The damping ratio of the worm tank is high compared to the rectangular tank. Especially the

damping of the 1st longitudinal mode is high (=0.22), since the worm tank looks like having three

gates along the longitudinal direction.

The resonant response and seismic response tests show that the sloshing behaviour is more

severe in the longitudinal direction than in the lateral direction. The pressure in the lateral

excitation are larger than those of the longitudinal direction in Paks wave. Impact could be

observed at excitation level 0.1 g. In case of longitudinal excitation by El-Centro wave the impact

pressure equals to 8651 Pa, and in case of JMA-Kobe wave (1995.01.17.) to 10601 Pa.

In case of seismic excitation of interest a sloshing caused impact damage of the top plate is not

expected.

5.3. Sliding, overturning of the tank

The practical point of view is important to know whether an anchorage has to be added to

avoid sliding or overturning of the tank. The problem can be investigated only using large scale

models on the shaking table. Unfortunately the on site conditions of the real worm tank is difficult

to characterise quantitatively, i.e. the friction between the floor and bottom plate and I-beam grid

of the tank.

The condition of tank to slip is as follows:

fjN<FsUde=ma

H - friction coefficient

m - mass of tank

a - horizontal acceleration
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In case of 1:5 scale model the measured friction coefficient between the table floor and

stainless steel tank bottom was equal to 0.27. In case of lateral excitation using El-Centro wave

no slip was observed up to 0.4 g level. In case of excitation corresponding to Paks floor response

spectrum no slip occurred up to 0.5 g level. In case of longitudinal excitation slip was not

observed up to 1.0 g level.

Although the 1:3 scale tank model was not fixed to the table floor by anchor bolts, the tank did

not slip or overturn.

5.4. Strength of the structure

During the shaking table tests the model tank buckled at the side wall, and a crack appeared

near the buckling part. The buckling was caused by residual stresses of the welding and the initial

strain under fabrication. Because of the wall thickness of the model tank is too thin, buckling of

the thin-walled structure is often observed. This buckling is not essential to the worm tank.

For the seismic excitation of interest no slip of the tank should be expected. It seems there is

no need to add anchorage to fix the tank. The load on the connecting pipe nozzles is determined

by the pipe relive motion and not by the tank movement.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The low energy excitation full scale tests could be a method mainly for the definition of the

natural frequencies, mode shapes of the large flat bottom tanks. For the good resolution of the

natural frequencies and for the definition of the mode shapes a large number of acceleration

sensors shall be used.

The results obtained in shaking table test of the 1:3 scale worm-tank model and the results of

the full scale tests show that the plate motion of the side wall segments is dominating in the
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worm-tank response. The results of the FEM calculation as well as the simplified calculation are

in good qualitative agreement with the experimental results.

The sloshing in the worm shaped tank can be approximately described by the analytical

formulas for cylindrical and rectangular tanks. In case of seismic excitation of interest no impact

damage caused by sloshing is expected.

In case of seismic excitation of interest no sliding of the non anchored tank is expected.

The investigation reported give a reliable basis for the seismic assessment of the LP ECCS

tanks in WER-440/V213 units having unique geometry.
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Figure 1 The WER-440/V2213 primary system with the worm shaped LP ECCS tanks
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Figure 2. Location of the acceleration sensors on the worm-tank.
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Figure 3. Examples of the test evaluation results: plots of the response spectra for the different points

on the worm-tank
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Mode shape at 7.52 Hz
Mode shape at 6.86 Hz

Figure 5. Mode shapes defined fom the full scale tests



Figure 6. Mode shapes at 8.63 and 9.89 Hz defined from the full scale tests



Mode shape at 6.86 Hz

to

Figure 7. Comparison of the calculated and defined by the full scale tests mode
shapes (calculated natural ferquency: for 1:3 scale model 21.656 Hz, for 1:1 scale
6.981, experimental value 6.86 Hz)



to

Figure 8. Comparison of the calculated and defined by the full scale tets mode
shapes (calculated natural frequency: for 1:3 scale model 20.752 Hz, for 1:1 scale
7.437 Hz, experimental value 7.52 Hz)



Figure 9. Comparison of the calculated and defined by the full scale tests mode
shapes (calculated natural frequency: for the 1:3 scale model 26.6 Hz, for 1:1 scale
9.37 Hz, experimental value 9.37 Hz)
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ATTACHMENT 1

RESPONSE SPECTRA AND CROSS SPECTRA OBTAINDED FOR

DIFFERENT POINTS OF THE WORM SHAPED TANK

FIGURES A l . l - A l . 14

PAGES A l l -A1.7
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Response spectra of the measured acceleration time-histories
Dampings 5 %; 3. experiment; X-direction
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Figure Al. 1 Plot of the response spectra for the different points on the worm tank
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Cross spectrum between 3(X)., 3(X). measurement point
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Figure A 1.6 Plot of the cross spectrum
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Figure A1.7 Plot of the cross spectrum
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Figure A 1.8 Plot of the cross spectrum
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Cross spectrum between 1(X)., 3(Z). measurement point
1. experiment
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Figure A1.9 Plot of the cross spectrum
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Figure Al. 10 Plot of the cross spectrum
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Cross spectrum between 3(X)., 3{Z). measurement point
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Figure Al. 11 Plot of the cross spectrum
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Figure Al. 12 Plot of the cross spectrum
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Figure A 1.13 Plot of the cross spectrum
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Figure A1.14 Plot of the cross spectrum
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ATTACHMENT 2

PLOT OF MODE SHAPES OF THE WORM SHAPED TANK

OBTAINDED FROM THE FULL SCALE TESTS

FIGURES A2.1-A2.7

PAGES A2.1-A2.7



A2.1

Figure A2.1 The model of the worm tank for the experimental modal analysis



A2.2

Figure A2.2 Mode shape at 5 14 Hz



A2.3

z

Figure A2.3 Mode shape at 5.17 Hz



A2.4

Figure A2.4 Mode shape at 5.18 Hz



A2.5
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Y

Figure A2.5 Mode shape at 8.22 Hz



A2.6

Figure A2.6 Mode shape at 8.39 Hz



A2.7

Figure A2.7 Mode shape at 8.56 Hz


